FINDINGS AND
NEXT STEPS

The School Life survey aims to give all pupils a voice to express their opinions on the daily life
of the school, identifying areas that we can improve and ways that we can help children to
maximize their time at Kilbun Junior School and achieve to their full potential.

In order to tailor transition activities to the specific needs of the children, the Life Online
Survey aimed to garner first evidence of the children’s experiences online and concerns over
their use of the internet. To this end, we can help them to using the Project Evolve toolkit.

The transition survey was given only to the year 6 pupils in order for us to gather information
relating to their move to secondary school. In this way, year 6 teachers can tailor learning in
the forthcoming weeks to meet the needs of the children.

RESPONSES WHICH INDICATE A RISE IN BEHAVIOUR
• “…because their manners have got better.”
• “I think behaviour has gotten better because they are staying safe and being more
sensible.”
• “Everyone is trying to stay safe in school and help with work.”
• “I think people’s behavior has improved because COVID-19 has been hard for all of us.”
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“Everyone is staying more safe than before.”
“People have gotten more sensible.”
“I think it is because they know to be more safe around people and objects.”
“I think that people are more nice, kind, thoughtful and caring.”
“I think that our behaviour has changed because people all of a sudden have just been
more polite and more fun to play with.”
“People are happy and excited to see each other and to go to school.”
“It has got better because in the games I play such as football and a zombie game it
feels like no one has been shouting at or calling people bad names.”
“People have more friends to have fun with. This makes people's behaviour a lot
better.”
“They have been more kind.”
“People are kinder and let me play.”
“Manners have got better.”
“They have improved because I feel like changing is good and my friends have
changed.”
“I think that their behavior has improved because they listen to the rules more.”

BROADLY NEUTRAL RESPONSES
• “Some people have fell out and aren't getting along, but most people have stayed the
same.”
• “People are still getting used to being around about 30 people at the same time.”
• “I think everyone thinks that they are all still at home, becuase of the amount of time
that we had to learn at home for.”
• “People have changed in their beheviour a lot, some people’s behavior has improved
while others has gotten a lot worse.”
• “Nobody has changed.”
• “It hasn't changed at all.”
• “They have been acting more immature but they have had fun.”
• “Nothing has changed because everyone was nice to me and they still are.”
RESPONSES WHICH INDICATE A FALL IN BEHAVIOUR
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•
•
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“People have forgotten to not shout out.”
“People have started shouting out more and annoying the teacher more.”
“People forgot how to behave at school for example shouting out.”
“Because people think it is ok to interrupt the lesson and it is ok to be a bit mean and
that is not right.”
• “Because people think it is ok to talk in the middle of a lesson.”

• “None has changed except a bit now we have learnt about S.R.E.”
• “Children's behaviour has gotten worse, people have been getting into more drama,
maybe it is because people are depressed or sad about what is going on in the world
right now.”
• “I think the behaviour has gotten worse because people haven't been getting along too
well and there has been a lot of drama lately. people have been saying really horrible
things to each other online on Snapchat, Whatsapp and Houseparty or just in person.”
• “people have been saying really bad stuff about each other and online is getting worse
and kids are really effected by online and games like snapchat or WhatsApp what
people have been saying really bad stuff about each other and causing more drama in
my school which makes me a bit more upset because everyday there is always drama.”
• “I recon as we have [had] so much time off and not seeing friends…has changed how
we are communicating.”
• “When we came back at the start everyone was very happy to see everyone, but then
‘drama’ started and friends would not be friends anymore. People were being mean
then getting into arguments and it would really annoy me because I was in a friend
group and I wasn’t fighting but those two were.”
• “I think some people have thought they don't need to do as much after lockdown
(definitely not everyone).”
• “Pupils don't always listen because they didn't have to always do what that at home.”
• “It has gotten worse because people have been saying bad words and making fun of
Covid.”
• “People have started fighting a lot more and people keep chatting about it.”
• “I think the behaviour has gotten worse because I think that I'm getting bullied more
often.”
• “People judge my look and people call me not nice names.”

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

(149 responses)
I know more about being online than my
parents.
I go on websites or use games that my
parents/carers don't know about.
I think I spend too much time online.
I worry about things I have seen online.
I sometimes go online when I should be
asleep.
I sometimes go online when I am lonely.
I am in 1 or more WhatsApp groups.
I have friends online that I game with or
talk to that I have never met in real life.
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“I saw someone cutting their foot open.”
“Pictures online or pictures that my friends have sent me.”
“I've seen multiple quite scary stories and sad things online.”
“People that I know are horrible to me on online.”
“No but it was on TickToK of a doll and I couldn’t sleep.”
“Please can I not say because it’s not really appropriate.”
“I’d rather not say.”

• “The thing that made me sad online was a group on Snapchat with someone that
faked to be my friend added her internet best friends and they started online bullying
me calling me rude names and swearing at me e.g. ‘F off’ no one likes you or cares
about you.”
• “Yes there have been some stuff that has been mean.”
• “Sad videos like people losing their pets, family, best friends.”
• “Momo.”
• “Film Trailers.”
• “I don't want to say.”
• “I would rather not explain.”
• “Cartoon Cat and more.”
• “Killing animals.”
• “One of my best friends was being mean to me.”
• “I am scared of muppets, Manamana because the pink dudes are weird looking.”
• “Somtimes I see scary things.”
• “It was a video that made me jump and make me scared and scary places.”
• “Someone was being mean and picked on me and made me upset and someone
scared me.”
• “It was a scary clown.”
• “Animal abuse or not caring for animal properly.”
• “It was a video of a racist police officer being rude to a Mexican.”
• “That I’m the worst friend ever.”
• “On Tiktok there are some creepy things like people digging up skeletons.”
• “Killing animals.”
• “A tall 'thing' with sirens for heads and a cartoon cat.”
• “I would rather not say.”
• “On Xbox someone knocked my friends door and it was creepy and scary for me.”
• “Bullying Black People or religions and people saying mean comments and some stuff
like raping but I turned it off straight away.”
• “It was someone being rude and violent.”
• “People getting shot round my area and dog kidnapping.”
• “It was a video of a dog being saved from death.”
• “A girl said that if u don't pass a certain message across my mum will die.”
• “I’d rather not say.”
• “I don’t want to say.”
• “Pornography.”
• “I can’t.”
• “A person I didn’t know had told me my address.”
• “My sister was watching TikTok and there was this video saying war faces before and
after and it was creepy.”

• “Harry Potter, animals having surgery.”
• “I have seen adverts of babies and dogs and horses and lots of animals suffering from
being ill.”
• “The Mask when is eye balls out.”
• “Jump scares.”
• “I saw a video of a homeless dog but then someone saved it.”
• “On YouTube there was an add with boy or girl not remember and it was sucking a
lolly saying I see you but it was ages ago.”
• “There was a picture of Momo online.”
• “I get bulled on Roblox for my avatar.”
• “Things that make me scared are weird people who act strangely and they freak me
out when they do it.”
• “People who were scary masks and clown clothes.”
• “YouTube and Roblox SCARY...”
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“The food being bad.”
getting ignored by teachers because my sibling is better than me.
“Not making friends. And losing friends. No one likes me.”
“Not knowing what to do.”
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